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INTERACTION OF A COASTING BEAM AND A
BUNCHED BEAM WITH FREQUENCY SLIP*

M. Month and A.G. Ruggiero

ABSTRACT

Collisions between a coasting beam and a bunched beam can be so arranged

that a particle in the coasting beam collides with the bunched beam only

intermittently. A particle thus interacts with a bunch for a. given number of

revolutions, say q, and then slips away into the interbunch space. The

process, with each cycle taking say, n revolutions, then continues. The

possible effects of this intermittent type force are considered. The linear

stopbands introduced are dealt with in detail. Growth rates are obtained as

a function of q, assuming a Gaussian fall-off in the force. The stabilizing

influence of an azimuthally constant octupole field component is demonstrated.

Isolated nonlinear resonances excited by the intermittent force are discussed.

No quantitative treatment is given as far as concerns the stochastic nature of

highly nonlinear systems. Also, the influence of feeding mechanisms, such as

a time variation of the tune is neglected. If the number of revolutions

between kicks, ~ n, is large, then there is the possibility of loss of correla-

tion between Kicks. The resulting diffusion is analyzed and diffusion rates

are estimated. Conclusions are as follows: (1) Growth due to linear instabil-

ities are effectively damped by making q large enough. The perturbation is

turned on and off adiabatically and leaves no record of itself from cycle to

cycle. The growth rate is linear in Au, the beam-beam linear tune s'lift per

interaction and per revolution. (2) The diffusion induced by random
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processes causing Che kicks Co be uncorrelated produces a beam growth rate

which Is quadratic In Av. Although it Is smaller than the gradient stopband

growth (for low q), it is essentially independent of tune (and ao occurs

for all particles) and it has no drop-off with q. In fact, for large q, it

2

increases like q . And (3), an azimuths!ly constant octupole field com-

ponent is an effective stabilising influence against resonant growth*

1. Introduction

A significant consequence of a coasting beam colliding with a bunched

beam is the .fact that it can be so arranged that a particle in the coasting

beam collides with the bunched beam only intermittently. So, a particular

proton interacts with a bunch for a given number of revolutions and, if the

frequencies are properly chosen, will slip away from the bunch into the

interbunch space. One can consider the process to consist of cycles where

the coasting partlele first interacts with a bunch for a certain number of

revolutions, then misses the bunch, then interacts again, and sc< on. this

can occur also, to some extent, in the case of two bunched beams if they

have sufficiently different bunch lengths and collide with a nonzero

crossing angle.

The system we are considering is thot of a time-varying force, where the

changes in the force occur from revolution to revolution. The distinction
2

between this type of force and the usual be«*-beam force is that the one

we are considering has a periodicity which is not that of the physical

structure, but, in general, much longer. A natural question which immediately

arises concerns the influence of the intermittent force on the beam-beam

interaction. Is the maximum allowable beam-beam tune shift affected? Is

it Increased or decreased? However, a simple answer is not possible without
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« theoretical framework for tlw beam-beam Interaction* - a framework which,

in leu present state, i* net adequate. U I* obvlowwly * complicated isstie.

On the one S?«nd, th* rc-coMnces become ittsm** as we will **• below; but, on

the other hand, their effective range of tune is vary emailt their strength lew.

t the ti«e scale i* new cycles, t*e., n revolutions^ f«eK?r thin

Htt.h9«jE « slsar tfessry fesr sjfssfeassfis a?rf sesr-'Stssfeastie

ft f* not possldle to decide on the r«Utive influenc* of thete

factor* ~- except to point out in a general Mty that " w f fie tent ly" long cycle

times must ultinately lead to longer lifetimes on the time scale of revolutions.

This statement is net, howevert a substitute for a detaittd dependence of *he long

time behavior of such nonlinear, intermittent force systems on both the on, off

eittcs as well as the total cycle time. In the absence of a theory on* wise appeal

to computer simulations and physical experiment*.

Although the ftt&iatiMntal mechanism by which the nonlinear b*am-be«m force

leads to slow amplitude growth £s not known, certain effects introduced by the

intemittent-type force can be estimated by standard techniques, m will be

concerned, in particular, with two possible types of consequences. Consider,

then, a system with a periodicity of n revolutions. Let q be the numbar of

revolutions per period (cycle) in which the force operates. If n is large,

the set of resonance* in tlus basic machine becomes very dense, since the

machine tune (v ) at which they occur goes as

For example, gradient resonances occur at

vo " n * P n ; p» integer .

However* the stopband widths also go like l/n, end so the probability of being

in a stopband is unchanged. If a particle is not in a stopband, there will be a •.
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R-function modulation, but no continuing growth *• occurs when within the

stopband* lie will here treat the unstable case and compute the growth rate

due to these half-integer resonances, treated individually. A more realistic,

although store difficult calculation vould be to include vfluctuating terns.

Because of the high density of stopbands, particles vould than be fed to the

resonances resulting in a diffusion-like growth.

Aside from the resonance calculation we will also consider (1) the

possible stabilising influence of a 0 harden£c nonlinear component in the

machine structure and, (2) in a qualitative way, the higher order resonances

arising out of the intermittent nature of the beam-beam interaction.

A possible effect of large n is related to what is loosely calfad the

decorrelation time, n.. If n > n,, then the beam conditions from one cycle

to the next are uncorrelated. Thus, instead of resonance growth, we arc

concerned with a random-type process which leads to diffusion. We will

estimate the diffusion rate, approximating the beam-beam force by its linear

component and assuming no correlation between successive cycles.

In treating the two cases of resonant growth and diffusion, we essentially

ar« considering the two extremes of, on the one hand, correlation of beam

conditions over n revolutions (governed by an energy conserving Hamiltonian

system); and, on the other hand, complete lack of correlation over

n revolutions (arising from unspecified random processes, i.e., noise).

2. Resonant Growth with an Intermittent Force

Consider a particle in a coasting beam, designated by its betatron phase

space variables x,x*. Differentiation is with respect to the azimuthal length, s.

The intermittent nature of the force is defined by its periodicity of n revolu-

tions and the distance in s between the bunches causing the force, denoted A.
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If there i» only one bunch, A is the circumference, C. The slip in s per

revolution is simply A/n.

In a given cycle, assuming one interaction per circumference, the

equation of motion for the coasting particle during the m revolution can

be written4

2 V o n - .-<«2«2>/2<M
x* • K(s) x - - -5-2 X (8) ii —g—5 -J x , (2.1)

• er

vbere s is restrained by 0 s s < C, s • 0 being the center of the

interaction region,

N is the number of particles per bunch,
o

2
r is the classical radius (• e /4n* ) for particles in the
o o

bunched beam,

Y is the energy in units of m e ,

0 (- v/c) is taken to be one,

o is the rms transverse beam tine,

or is the crossing angle,

K is the machine gradient forcing function (• gradient/momentum)

K (s) is the longitudinal density of the bunch on the m revolution

of the cycle,

and the beams are assumed to have charge of opponite sign. We have taken only

the gradient component of the beam-beam force and we have assumed a circular

(transverse) beam In deriving tltu force. The assumed crossing angle is a

formal mechanism for separating the beams. For a Gaussian longitudinal

distribution, the particle density function over the cycle is

K (O . 1 ± cxp(-2fJL - 2 -S. f) (2.2)

where a. is the rms longitudinal size, and we have taken account of the

apparent bunch contraction (since the velocity of the coasting particle
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relative to the bunch « 2c) by uaing an rms of \at in the exponential

ffacior.

To get an estimate oi the effect of the beam-beam perturbation, we

replace the s-variation of the force by a Dirac 6-function centered,

at • - 0. With an interaction length of 4OJ», Eq. (2.1) becomes

AM r
x* + K(s) x - f - ^ exp(-2[^| 1 6(s) x . (2.3)

This equation can be expressed in terns of the beam-beam "tune shift"

when the coasting particle passes through the bunch center,

N r 8*

&v « ° ° , , (2.4)

n/2n YO

where 3* is the value of the g-function at the center of the interaction

region (s • 0". We thus obtain

x' + K(s) x - - ̂  Av **P{-2\jr\ ) 6<s> x • <2-5>

We will treat the intermittent force as a perturbation. Consider the

unperturbed system as one composed of n times the basic machine, for which

the tune is denoted v • If v is the unperturbed v-value, then the condition

that the perturbation can lead to a linear stopband (and thus beam growth)

is simply

vu • nvQ - p or p + h, p integer . (2.6)

For large n, the number of such resonances in terms of the machine tune, v ,

becomes very dense. We consider the worst possible situation and compute

the maximum growth rate, which occurH at the stopband center. Denoting the

* 3
e-folding growth rate by \i and using standard stopband theory, we find,
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restricting ourselves to the case vu » p,

cosh u* - 1 + "§* , (2-7)

where

2, -C
J2p " L j d8 B(8) km(s) e"i2M> * (2'8)

°
and

The quantity k (s) is a perturbation of the gradient function K(s), and p(s)

is the usual p-function. For k (s) given in (2.5), we have

n/2 2

«—n/2

This can be simplified a little. Introduce q, the number of consecutive

revolutions in one cycle that a coasting particle collides with the bunch

(of length 4Oj). Thus, q is given by

For large n, we can replace p by nv and extend the sum to infinity.

Substituting into (2.10)„ ve obtain

J 2 p - J - 4 n A v I e" 3 2"^ 2 e" 1 4"^ , (2.12)

which is independent of p.

Equation (2.7) can be solved formally:

u* - cosh"1 [l + &L J . (2. t3>

For small |j|,

^ • (2.14)
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The e-folding lifetine in units of revolution number is

n T » ~ ~ ~ (for small [J|) . (2.15)
U HI

He can evaluate the sum in J approximately, in the limit of large and

small q. For q - I, only the m » 0 term is significant, and we have

J(q « 1) - 4TTAv . (2.16)

In the case

r" -32t2 *i*TTVo<lt
J *• 4nAvq J dt e" , (2.17)

"CO

o r 44/9 ° ******

Comparing (2.18) with (2.16), it is clear that we obtain a dramatic reduction

of the growth rate by having the coasting particle slowly slip away from the

bunch (i.e., q » 1). For q at 10, (taking v c=> 20), the value of J in (2.18)

is already an exceedingly small number. The meaning of this result is

physically clear. It corresponds to turning the perturbation on and off

adiabatically; thus the perturbation leaves no record of itself from cycle

to cycle. The drop-off with q is shown in Fig. 1, where \k [from (2.13)j is

plotted as a function of q. J is taken from (2.12). The sum is performed

miner lenity. The curves are plot tod for /\v = 0.01, and v * 20.25, and 20.17.

3. Diffusion with an Intermittent Force

Ife have considered in the previous section the effect of an intermittent

perturbation, acting only every n revolutions. It was assumed that from

cycle to cycle, between pertmbations, the motion in betatron phase space

could be described by a Hamiltonian formalism. We simply used linear forces.

The effects of nonlinear terms will be discussed in the next section.
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However, if n (the number of revolutions per cycle) is large, one might

anticipate the presence in any real system of stochastic-type processes

which would tend to randomize the motion. If such processes exist, then

since the perturbing force is a function of the particle coordinate, the

force itself becomes randomized. The basic assumption here is that the de-

correlation time, n,, (that is, the number of revolutions it takes for the

stochastic forces, the noise, to decorrelate Che particle coordinates from

their initial values) is smaller than the cycle time, n. This is a strong

3 4assumption and not at all obvious, even for n values as large as 10 -10 .

Nevertheless; setting aside the doubts about the validity of assuming

n, < n, we take the ollowing model. Let the perturbing force be a randoma

variable, the randomization deriving from the decorrelation of the particle

coordinate. Using the force as given in (2.5), the equation with decor-

related perturbations is

x" + K(s)x « - ^ i v e" 3 2 m /q fi(s) x •. (3.1)

P

where q is the number of consecutive turns that the: coasting particle

encounters the bunch defined to be of length 4 standard deviations. Over

q turns, the motion is assumed to be correlated, and x is just the particle

coordinate, x. However over n revolutions, that is, between the groups of

q turns, the correlation is lost.

Introducing the coordinate

(3.2)

where 3 is the value of 0 at the interaction point, s = 0, and

*.-•£ I i?pT+2Tmi • (3-3)-o -o «P>
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Eq. (3.1) becomes

2 2
u" + v* u - - 4n V* AV 0* e" 3 2 m /q 6<s) «m r . (3.4)

The variable u is random, except correlated over the q revolutions duringm,r

which the force is consecutively acting on the particle designated by u. We

can find the value of u at s « 0 after I revolutions. Denoting this quantity

u., we have

_ 2 2
'7 -32m la

u f
 m u - 4TT A v / e ^ sin v (cp« - qa ) u , (3.5)

• m

where u is the initial value of u at s * 0; cp and to. are also to be
1 o Tm *

evaluated at s « 0. The solution is only formal, in the sense that u has

not been specified. If we look for a solution to first order in the perturbing

Av» we can replace u by the unperturbed solution,

u ™ a cos ( v t p + 6 ) . (3.6)

m,r r o m r

We can assume that a and 6 are uncorrelated random variables. Including

the randomization in this way allows us to properly correlate the perturbing

kicks (through the phase variable cp) since a and 6 are constants (to 0

order in Ay). The mean square of u. can be found, using

<a a cos 6 cos 6 > * %6 <a > ,
rl r2 rl r2 rl r2

<a cos « > * 0 ,
rl r2

and other similar relations.

We find for the mean square of u after n revolutions (1 cycle),
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<u2) = u2 + 8TT2 ZW2 <a2) Xn o

Z ( 2 2 2 \

exp^-32(m + m' ) /q ( s in v
C)(

(Pn~cPm> s i n ^ ^ n ' ^ m ' ^ COS
m,m' (3 ?)

If we average over the phase cp , we obtain the mean square amplitude after

2 2
n revolutions, (a ), in terms of the mean square of initial amplitudes, (a ).n o

So, averaging over particle phases, there results

<a2> = (a2) + 8TT2 Av2 <a2> £ exP(-32(m
2+ m/2)/q2) cos2 vo<<pm - »m,) .

m,m' (3.8)

Thus, the diffusion growth time (per cycle, n revolutions) for the rms

amplitude is

H* = (2n Av) 2 2, exp(-32(m2 + m'2)/q2) cos2 vo(a>m - tpm,) . (3.9)

m,m

We can estimate |JL for the' two cases, q = 1, and q » 1. If q = 1, only the

term m = m' = 0 is significant, and we have

pj (q - 1) - (2TT A V ) 2 . (3.10)

For q » 1, we can replace the sums by integrals. Setting 1/q - dt and

m/q = t , and noting that

<Pm = 2m ,

we obtain
00 CDJ J
00 CD

(q » 1) = (2TT A V ) 2 q2 J J dt dt ' X
00 00

X e" 3 2 ( t +t ' } cos2 2n V Q q(t - t') . (3.11)

For large q, this can be approximated by

£ (q » 1) --^ (Av)2 q2 . (3.12)

Thus, with increasing q the diffusion will ultimately get worse. This result

is opposite to the one obtained for the resonance growth where there was a
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dramatic decrease in the growth rate with increasing q. Physically, this

means that there is a mean square residual effect after the period of q

perturbing forces, even though there is a slow on and off process

(i.e., q » 1). ul is plotted as a function of q, taken from (3.9), in

Pig. 2, for Av = 0.01 and v = 20.25 and 20.17.

4. Effects of Nonlinearities

There are two broad classes of nonlinearities which we consider.

First, there are the nonlinearities arising from the intermittent beam-beam

force. He will discuss these in a rather rough, general way; and secondly,

there are machine nonlinearities. We neglect random-type machine errors,

which lead to all harmonics of the azimuthal field distribution, and treat

only systematic errors which give a predominantly 0 harmonic contribution.

Specifically, we look at the influence of a uniform azimuthal octupole

component of the magnetic field on the intermittent beam-beam interaction.

Concerning the beam-beam nonlinearities, the effect of intermittency

is as follows: Let us recall that n is the number of revolutions between

groups of beam-beam "kicks", and v is the tune of the physical machine.

Then an I harmonic of the beam-beam field will excite a resonance of order

m at a tune, v , given by

vo - I/mn , (4.1)

where the beam-beam force (if the collisions are ideal) excites only even

2 .order resonances ; i.e.

m = 2, 4, 6 ... . (4.2)

Since n could be very large, the resonances (in terms of the machine tune,

v ) are very dense. However the increase in density engendered by the inter-

mit tency of n revolutions is offset by the decrease in resonant widths by the

factor 1/n.
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If the resonances are treated separately, that is, if we consider only

the influence of isolated resonances, then the number n is of importance only

insofar as the resonant widths are concerned. In effect, the isolated

resonance approach assumes the density is not a significant quantity. It

appears then that the effect of isolated resonances, for short times, should

be greatly diminished. He will discuss this in more detail for the case of a

gradient resonance (m • 2) below.

It is important to emphasize that in treating resonances as isolated,

our conclusions can only be made for "short" times. The "long" time behavior

of nonlinear systems, which manifest stochastic-like properties, which induce

diffusion-like behavior, surely cannot be treated with an isolated resonance

approach. In fact, to adequately treat "long" time systems, we are led to
2

consider the interaction of many resonances and this subject is

outside the scope of this paper. However, there is a clear question which

may be asked: What is the difference in the long-time behavior between, on

the one hand, a system with a given set of resonances, and, on the other hand,

a system derived from this one, but one where the density is increased by n

and the resonant widths decreased by 1/n? Of course this question is nothing

but a rephrasing of the question of whether the highly nonlinear beam-beam

force is more or less harmful if it is intermittent (but still periodic!).

We have shown in a previous section that a linear intermittent perturba-

tion induces a density of linear stopbands proportional to n, the periodicity

of the intermittent force. The widths of these stopbands are, however,

proportional to 1/n. In fact in terms of the machine tune, v , the stopband

width is

where J is given by (2.12).
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He can now ask what the efface of an aslmuthally conttani: octupol« iield haa

on thie linear intermittent-force system. He consider two caaea: (1) v ta

outside the stopbanda, and (2) v in nt this center of A stopbmtd. In the ftrat

case, the linear system, Including the intermittent quadrupole perturbation,

ia atable. Thus, there exists a perturbed {{"function and corresponding tune.

It can be shown that such a system £• atable for y

all time for all practical octupol* field strengths. it must be emphasized

that the only assumption required to reach this strong conclusion is the

smooth approximation, which ia simply the assumption that fluctuations in the

B-function cannot induce long-time instability in a 0 harmonic octupole

field. This may or may not be true; however, it should be remembered that the

0-function distortion introduced by the intermittent linear kick la much

amaller than the H-function fluctuations in any real machine. In fact, the

maximum 8-function change is given by

(f) •¥ • <••*»
max

which for a single kick per cycle (the worst caae) is

(4? ) " 4|Av| • (4.5)
V P 'max

For |&v| • 0.01, this amounts to a 4X fluctuation. It is interesting to

compare this with thv? emittance fluctuation introduced by the 0 harmonic

octupole. If we denote the emittance change by Ae, and the initial emittance

hy co» then

£-i ̂ -r^ • <*•'>
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where <3> Is the average value of 0 (smooth approximation),

p is the bending radius for the machine,

i a i
b, • ~ « - f is the strength of the octupole field,
3 6Bo ox3

Bo is the bending field,

and x is a transverse direction.

me

-3

Using some typical storage ring values, e • 10~ rad-ra, <p> » 20 m, p - 400 m,

b j » l i , we have

10"5 , (4.7)

which is much smaller than the g-function fluctuation, given in (4.5).

We next consider the case where v is at the center of the stopband.
o

In this case, we must keep the intermittent kick as an explicit perturbation,

since, by assumption, no stable betatron system would exist if we included it

in the linear system of the machine. Therefore, with the two perturbations

acting simultaneously, we use an expansion approach. It can be shown that

there exists an invariant of the motion to first order in the strengths of

both the octupole component and the kick. If we transform from the physical

coordinates [x,x' * dx/ds] to normalized coordinates [T|,t| « dT|/d<p]:

1 - 71 • <4-8>

and thence to phase-amplitude variables:

1] * a sin a , (4.10a)

T) • av cos a ; (4.10b)

we find the invariant (with the unperturbed tune at the center of the linear

stopband),

u - & a2 cos 2er + ̂  <3>2 b3 a
4 . (4.11)
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The notion represented by this invariant is bounded. However, it should be

remembered that it is only valid for "short" times. Keeping this in wind,
2

we have, noting that a is just the emittance, e, that the emittance

fluctuation is given by

Aft. iSA
eo 3n O r

With the previously used values for O ) , b,, and e» and setting &v • 0.01,

we have

This neans for n « 100, the stabilizing octupole will allow an emittance

growth (due to the gradient stopband) of about a factor of 2. If n M 1000,

then only a 10X growth is allowed. Th'.'S, even a single kick is effectively

stabilized for this value of n.

We can therefore make the following conclusions concerning the influence

of a uniform octupole component on a system with a linear intermittent kick:

(1) Outside the stopband, the system is "long time" stable; and

(2) Inside the stopband, the octupole is "short time" stabilizing for

the case of a single kick. For more kicks per cycle, we have seen that the

stopband widths drop off dramatically, and so the octupole is essentially

acting on a stable system.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Growth rate per cycle (n revolutions) at the center of a linen?

resonance stopband, The tune shift due to the point perturbation

is Av, The variable q is the natter of kicks per cycle,

distributed ** a Gaussian, Curves ar/e drawn for two values of

tune, vo (20.25 and 20.17).

Fig. 2. Growth rate per cycle (n revolutions) due to diffusion arising

fro* uncorrelated linear kicks. The tune shift due to the point

perturbation is Av. The variable q is the nuaber of kicks per

cycle, distributed ma a Gaussian. Curves are drawn' for two values

of tune, vQ (20.25 and 20.17).
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